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How do you teach?

Programme Individual Courses Drop-in teaching Supervision



Why do you think students might be reluctant to engage 
with teacher and/or peer feedback?



Mindset Theory, Dweck, 2006 Youtube

Fixed
Mindset

Growth 
Mindset

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-71zdXCMU6A


Mindset Theory, Dweck, 2006

Fixed
Mindset

Growth Mindset
I believe in effort

• Try harder – better learning

• Learn from risk taking

• Learn from feedback on my 
efforts

• Positive self concept - open to 
new learning



Mindset Theory, Dweck, 2006

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

I believe in effort

• I can try again and keep learning
• I can learn from risk taking
• I can learn from constructive 

feedback
• My self concept is secure which 

means I am open to new learning

I believe in ability

• I either can or can’t do it 
• I avoid risk taking – if I make a mistake it 

means I am not clever enough
• I take feedback personally
• My self concept is insecure which limits 

my openness to new learning
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What do you think about mindset theory and student 
reluctance to take risks and use feedback?
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What else might contribute to students’ reluctance 
to engage with teacher and /or peer feedback?

 They may not see feedback as formative because they have already self
assessed the standard of their learning. 

 They may not trust peer feedback because it is not from the ‘expert’ 
teacher. 

 They may not know how to give and receive effective peer feedback.

We may expect too much from students; the peer feedback may be beyond
their scope. 

 They may not recognise feedback as feedback.
Pitt and Norton, 2014; Sambell et al. 2013; Reiman and Wilson, 2012; Falchikov, 2007; Brew, 1999 



 

Students need PURT feedback to develop

PersonalP

U

R

T

Understandable

Relevant

Timely



Assessment for learning 
in higher education
(Sambell et al., 2012)



 

Peer assessment (PA) is

‘an arrangement in which 
individuals consider the amount, 
level, value, worth, quality or 
success of the products or 
outcomes of learning of peers of 
similar status.’

(Topping, 1998, p. 250. Quoted from Panadero, 
Jonsson & Strijbos, 2016, p. 319)

Large variety of PA practices:
a)Purpose: formative or 

summative
b)Format:
• With or without marks/grades
• With or without comments/feedback
c) Degree of interaction between 

peers
(Panadero, Jonsson & Strijbos, 2016, p. 319)



 

Supporting Peer Feedback
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Grades

Criteria

Criteria Descriptors

Rubrics – Checklists - Criteria



 

What are the benefits and learning potential of peer 
feedback
• Students take an active role in the management of their own learning

• Students develop objectivity in relation to criteria

• Students self-assessment becomes more realistic

• Learning is extended from the private and individual to a more public

domain

• Students will receive more feedback from peers more quickly (PURT)

• Enhances student learning

(Summarised in Liu & Carless, 2006)



• Teacher is the expert

• Teacher checks 
misconceptions

• Teacher introduces 
new concepts

• Teacher will assess 
learning outcomes

• Teacher has limited 
time (PURT)

 Peers have more immediate 
understanding of peer learning 
challenges (PURT)

 Peer feedback is often more 
understandable (PURT)

We self assess our 
understanding when we are 
explaining what we understand 
to others

 Peer feedback can be more 
timely (PURT)

 Peer feedback is personal 
(PURT)

What roles do the teacher and students play?

Engaging with peer feedback can help 
us optimise teacher/expert feedback

https://sites.google.com/a/udel.edu/alessandre-margolies/effective-communication/constructive-feedback-for-peers


 

Consider your own feedback practice
Are you already making use of peer feedback in your courses or supervision? If yes, what do you do to 
make it work in practice? Study the engagement strategies presented below. Which of the strategies are you 
already employing and which would you like to gain more insight into?



Making peer 
feedback work

Within students’ scope 



Peergrade



Has anyone used 
Peergrade before? 



https://thecornerstoneforteachers.com/peergrade/peer-
grading/

https://thecornerstoneforteachers.com/peergrade/peer-grading/
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Is anyone planning on 
using Peergrade? 



1. Create “Classroom” 2. Enrol “Students” 3. Create “Assignment”



4. Upload Assignment 5. Give feedback 6. See the overview



 

Students need PURT feedback to develop
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SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

Continuous Formative Assessment

18 February 2019

SDU Centre for Teaching and Learning

100% 
Summative
AssessmentFeedback and feed-forward – no contribution to 

summative assessment grade



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

Continuous Formative Assessment

18 February 2019

SDU Centre for Teaching and Learning

Peer feedback face to face and using Peergrade - Rubrics

Peergrade and supervision

Peergrade enabling mid-term assessment and feedback

Peer feedback and Rubrics

Team Based Learning

Quizzes



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

BSc in Journalism, 90 students

Conclusions

 Large classes challenging but peer feedback 
possible, try it!

 Rubric makes students competent feedback givers

 Online and face to face feedback equally helpful to 
improve feeedback

 Face to face, in class feedback better student 
evaluation



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

BSc in Journalism, 100 students

How do I give close
textual feedback to 90 students 

on their journalistic and 
academic writing?

Conclusions

 Teacher feedback when
students practise a new 
genre or academic writing

Peer feedback when
students are well-versed
in a genre

Have a clear focus for 
peer feedback



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

18 February 2019

Micro Economics, 800 students

Making a mid-term possible

Having solved an assignment equivalent 
to an exam paper, each student must 
provide feedback to two fellow students 
and self-evaluate using a rubric. 

”students’ assignments are assessed, and they 
receive feedback without it requiring a lot of 
teacher resources….

students learn something from giving feedback. 
It is often easier to spot other people’s mistakes 
than your own, but the training derived from 
giving your fellow students feedback leads to a 
more reflected approach in your own writing of 
assignments.”

https://e-learn.sdu.dk/bbcswebdav/courses/E-learn_Support_Center/Nyhedsbrev_2019/EnglishNyhedsbrevApril2019.pdf


SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

18 February 2019

Collective academic supervision 
with peer feedback

“Firstly, the amount of feedback that each single 
student receives increases and they get a different 
type of feedback. 

Secondly, each student sees the work of other 
students and thus get inspiration for alternative 
approaches and for contents that may lack in their 
own work. 

Thirdly, peer feedback forces students to relate to 
the project in writing earlier than they would 
normally do, and this increases the actual number 
of hours students spend on written composition. 
Peergrade makes it easy to administer the 
process.”

https://e-learn.sdu.dk/bbcswebdav/courses/E-learn_Support_Center/Nyhedsbrev_2019/EnglishNyhedsbrevApril2019.pdf


SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

18 February 2019

Peer Feedback – From Course 
to Programme Level

 Encourages learning process focus

 Rubric provides criteria focus

”It is important to carefully introduce the activity 
and communicate why peer feedback can enhance 
students’ learning. And explain to them that much 
of the learning comes from giving, not 
receiving the feedback. Students’ evaluations 
indicate that this is what they have experienced.”

https://e-learn.sdu.dk/bbcswebdav/courses/E-learn_Support_Center/Nyhedsbrev_2019/EnglishNyhedsbrevApril2019.pdf


SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

BSc: Philosophy of Science, Humanities, 90 (3 x 30) 
students

18 February 2019

Unpopular course with students, irrelevant

Students new to university, high school 
attitudes

Solutions
 Potential to develop students’ university

learning culture
 High expectations – adopt philosopher

discourse
 Set the scene, mini presentations with 

feedback
 Peer feedback task with rubric and clear 

guidelines
 Followed by teacher feedback

Positive student evaluations – participation 
valued and saw connection to learning



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

BSc in Mathematics

18 February 2019

Michaelsen, L .K. and Sweet, M. (2008) The essential elements of team‐based learning. New Directions for Teaching and Learning, no. 116, Winter 2008 © Wiley 
Periodicals, Inc. Available at: www.interscience.wiley.com DOI: 10.1002/tl.330

Team Based Learning – Steps 1-6



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

18 February 2019

BSc in Legal History, 125 students

Problem
Large curriculum, much to learn, 
Students’ anxious about exam

Solution
3 Quizzes – taken multiple times

Conclusion
 Students happy about quizzes
 Questions relevant, appropriate exam

preparation, test is a useful teaching tool
 Not all students engaged with quizzes, 

would be most helpful if compulsory

We offer a course and consultancy on Multiple Choice Questions



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

Continuous Summative Assessment

18 February 2019

SDU Centre for Teaching and Learning

60% 
Summative
AssessmentFeedback and feed-forward – contribute to 

summative assessment grade

5% 20%15%



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

Bachelors: Experts in Team Innovation, 400+ students

18 February 2019

50% 100%

Evaluation
External exam graded according to the Danish 7-point grading scale. Grading 
is based on an overall evaluation of a number of exam activities during the 
semester (tællende aktiviteter) and an individual oral exam.

Exam activities during the semester (tællende aktiviteter):
•(10%) Multiple-choice-quiz on course curriculum presented in lectures 
•(25%) The business report 
•(15%) The team pitch of the business idea 

The oral exam (50%) will be based on:
•The individual learning report 
•The idea and skills poster 
•The collaboration poster 

Tællende 50%

Oral Exam 50%



SDU CENTRE FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

Bachelors: Literature Studies (Autumn 2019)

18 February 2019

Individual

70%

Group

30%

Incentivise preparation – replace final oral exam with 7 x Multiple Choice Test

45 min MCT on preparatory reading
2 hour lecture, 

7 different
teachers

80% attendance requirement
Miss one lecture – zero points for that MCT
Miss two or more lectures – re-exam

Final Grade –
7 grade scale, 
Accumulation
of 7 MCT
results



 

Programme

Individual 
Courses

Drop-in teaching

Supervision

Over to you – ways to integrate peer feedback into…



 

Programme Individual Courses Drop-in teaching Supervision

 Progression
 Scaffolding 
 Self-regulated
 Macro

 Where could you place 
peer feedback?

 Criteria framework 
 Learning activity
 Micro

 Peer instruction
 Think-pair-share
 Exemplary
 Nano?

 Peer instruction
 Think-pair-share
 Exemplary
 Nano?

 Where could you place 
peer feedback?

 Criteria framework 
 Learning activity
 Micro
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Sharing ideas…next steps
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